Power University – Reviews
The Power Moves | 8 May, 2020 | by Lucio Buffalmano
These are public reviews.
You can personally see them for yourself by following the link.
Keep in mind the course was previously called “Social Power”, so some reviews reference “Social
Power” instead of “Power University”, but they’re the same thing (actually, “Power University” is far
better as it’s gone through several updates).
You will gain an edge in life
And the sooner you start, the better:
You can see this review here (plus my answer).

You will see results in your real life
You can see this thread here.
Note: John actually came up with the strategy that he applied himself, putting together different pieces of
information, so all the credit to him.
I then added that strategy to Power University (thanks, John!).

Social ju-jitsu techniques take your social skills to advanced level
This was a case study on handling micro-aggressions and covert aggressions, which together account for
probably 90% of all aggressions you’ll go through in your life.
You can see this review here.

It’s so good you will get hooked
You can read this one here.

Two lessons of Power University better than a whole course on Udemy:
You can read that one here.

Helps you turn over a new leaf:
You can read this review here.
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Using Power University’s lessons to ace casting jobs:
You can see the review here.

One of the best investments you can do on yourself:
You can see that forum comment here.

Entrepreneurs learn to develop better businesses
This is part of a question in the customer-only area of the forum. Only Power University students can
access that private area.
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Email Reviews
Some of the email feedback:
So good you wanna keep it secret
My answer: don’t worry about others studying the same. First of all, this website is niche enough that you
will most likely not meet anyone else who has taken this advanced type of training. And two, most people
are too lazy to train themselves to elite levels.
And:
Since then the course has improved 5x
And:

And:

And:
Yeah, it’s a life-changing course, but full access is a different product. On the other hand, Power
University covers all the basics, so you might not need the full website access.
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And:
Note: the course was previously called “Social Power”, that’s why the subject line
And:

And:

And:
And if you’re interested in competing products, take a look at this thread:
What to learn after Power University

Customer Service
The people enrolling in Power University are actively improving their lives.
And I feel like we are kindred souls.
People who want more for themselves and their lives, and take concrete steps to have it.
And without them, this website wouldn’t exist.
I always prioritize customers above anything else:
That was one of the first customers. And since then, the customer experience has only improved

Those Who Didn’t Vibe With It…
ThePowerMoves.com is not your typical business.
To begin with, I prioritize product above marketing (there still isn’t even a video or a teaser to advertise
Power University).
Another way ThePowerMoves.com is different in by being far more open as to what happens behind the
curtains.
So I’m including here also the feedback of those who didn’t vibe with Power University.
It’s rare, but anything can happen.
Most often someone was looking for something shorter:
Power University can be a life-changer… If you are willing to spend some effort
I immediately refunded P, no questions asked.
P was not a good fit for the course, and I knew it.
Power University is not good if you’re looking for a quick fix.
Granted, this is condensed wisdom.
As condensed as it can be.
But it still requires some effort on your side.
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When Female Power Was Lacking
Power University constantly improves its curriculum.
The last major update was thanks to a customer called Kristina.
Kristina thought Power University was too male-centric:
I am extremely grateful for Kristina’s feedback.
This is what she went on to say:
Kristina had a great point.
There was no such resource to teach women how to strategically handle power and success while
still remaining likable and feminine.
I had to provide one.
Since then and for 5 months I did nothing but research women and power.
All of my quarantine 13-hours work days also all went into this project.
So I got the books she suggested. And many more. I delved into the research literature for women and
power, and women in the workplace.
And I scoured movies and YouTube for real-life examples.
The literature was great, full of wisdom to help driven women to be successful.
And I condensed all that knowledge in 3 lessons for women only. One addressing the mindsets, one
addressing career strategies, and one on how to combine power and femininity.
All with practical examples and videos.
Now Power University is the best course on the market for women who seek to combine personal
success with social success.
And I will end with another public review.
This is what Alexander, a student of Power University, says of the people he has learned from:
You can see that review here.
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